Eaton contactor wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of eaton lighting contactor wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is
a simplified conventional photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified forms, and also the power and also signal connections
in between the tools. A wiring diagram generally gives info about the family member setting as
well as setup of devices and terminals on the devices, to assist in structure or servicing the
device. A pictorial representation would certainly reveal more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a much more symbolic notation to stress affiliations over
physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often made use of to fix troubles as well as to earn
certain that the connections have been made and also that everything is present. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring
diagram is an easy visual depiction of the physical links and also physical layout of an electrical
system or circuit. It demonstrates how the electrical wires are adjoined and can likewise show
where components and also parts might be connected to the system. Use wiring layouts to
assist in structure or making the circuit or digital gadget. They are also helpful for making repair
services. Do It Yourself lovers use wiring layouts however they are additionally typical in house
building as well as car repair. A home building contractor will certainly desire to verify the
physical location of electrical outlets as well as light components utilizing a wiring diagram to
avoid costly blunders and building code infractions. A schematic reveals the plan and function
for an electric circuit, but is not interested in the physical format of the cables. Wiring diagrams
show just how the cords are attached as well as where they should found in the actual device,
as well as the physical connections between all the parts. Unlike a photographic diagram, a
wiring diagram makes use of abstract or streamlined forms and lines to reveal parts. Pictorial
representations are frequently photos with tags or highly-detailed drawings of the physical
components. If a line touching another line has a black dot, it implies the lines are attached. The
majority of signs utilized on a wiring diagram appear like abstract versions of the real objects
they stand for. A button will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the cable,
much like a light button you can flip on and off. A resistor will be stood for with a collection of
squiggles symbolizing the constraint of existing flow. An antenna is a straight line with 3 little
lines branching off at its end, just like a real antenna. This article was co-authored by our
trained team of editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness.
This article has been viewed , times. Learn more Many large pieces of equipment are powered
directly from high voltage lines. These lines far exceed the volts AC standard in most homes.
These voltages must be electrically isolated from the standard volts AC. Contactors are used to
provide this isolation. Contactors use volt standard power to energize a magnetic coil, which
causes a set of internal contacts to close and provide higher power to the equipment. Use these
tips to learn how to wire a contactor. We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us
to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our
work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private
browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an
account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree
to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article
Explore this Article Steps. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Acquire the
contactor. Make sure that the contacts of the contactor are rated in both voltage and current to
handle the expected load that will be required by the equipment being powered. Contactors are
available from building and construction supply stores, as well as some larger hardware stores.
Study the contactor manufacturer information. The manufacturer information will identify the 2
input pins for volts AC control. The may be 2 or more sets of output contacts identified. These
contacts may be indicated on the label as normally open NO and normally closed NC. These
contacts also may be shown as a drawing of a line from 1 contact ending in a dot the NC
contact and another line from another contact that is near the dot, but does not touch the dot
the NO contact. Check for an auxiliary output contact. Some contactors provide an auxiliary
output contact as a signal to the isolated part of the circuit that the contactor has been
energized. This auxiliary contact will not be rated at the higher voltage. Instead, it should be
rated at volts AC. Route the wires. Remove all power to the wires. Run all input and output wires
to the contactor. These wires should be rated in the manufacturer information. Use wire
strippers to cut excess length off of the ends of the wire, making sure that the wires are long
enough to reach the intended contact. Wire strippers are available at hardware stores and
electric supply stores. Strip the wires. Use the wire strippers to strip a half inch 13 mm from the
ends of each wire. If the wire is stranded, twist the exposed wire to ensure that no strands are
left hanging. Stray strands may make unintended contact with a piece of the equipment and
cause damage. Wire the inputs and the auxiliary contacts. Use a screwdriver to loosen the

holding screws in the contact blocks for the wires. Insert the wires only so far that no insulation
is pushed into the contact area of the block. Make sure that no stray strands are jutting out from
the contact block. Tighten the screws on the contact blocks. Energize the contactor. Apply the
control voltage to the input. Listen for the contactor to click as it engages. De-energize the
contactor. Connect the outputs. Put the stripped end of each wire into the appropriate contact
block after loosening the screw of the block. Make sure that no stray strands of wire are jutting
from the contact blocks. Tighten down the screws of the contact blocks. A loop is a fastener
consisting of a ring that protects the inside surface of a small hole. Yes No. Not Helpful 4
Helpful A contactor is basically just a switch. A programmable logic circuit PLC usually
consists of many electrical components controlled by a computer program, one of which is
frequently a contactor. Not Helpful 8 Helpful Phil Mckay. A contactor operates in a similar way to
a relay. The contactor contains a coil which, when energized, "pulls in" the contacts, which will
send output voltage to the desired device. Not Helpful 9 Helpful I had to do this a few times with
floodlights to be used outside. Break your circuit, L N E through your contactor. This should
now open when light, close when dark. It takes two wires, one neutral and one switched wire for
control of the contractor. The switched wire can be controlled via a switch, controller or pilot
relay. Not Helpful 5 Helpful 9. Wiring should be done when power is off. Identify the
manufacturer's info on the two input pins and the output contact, Use a cable stripper to avoid
jutting wires during connections, After identifying the input and output terminals, start the
connections. Ensure that all wiring is fully tight. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 5. How do I do a wiring to
a single phase contactor via photocell to the outside lights? Brett Gilbert. The lights connect to
the output ports on the contactor. The contactor will have space for the red power wires coming
in from the photocell, circuit breaker, and lights. The black power wires will need to be tied
together externally, such as through a wire nut. Not Helpful 4 Helpful 2. Amps represent the
amount of power in an electrical current. Volts means the force pushing the current through the
circuit. Think of it like a water pipe. The amps would be the amount of water, while volts would
be the water pressure. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 8. Check the voltage and amperage of the device
you want to control and the voltage for the control coil, then match it to the contactor. Not
Helpful 0 Helpful 5. Unanswered Questions. My coil is a volt. How do I wire it up to function?
Can you connect a contactors contact on a different phase to the one you connected the coil of
the same contactor? How do I wire a volt photo cell to a volt coil on a lighting contactor?
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. Submit a Tip All
tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. All voltages used for a
contactor, including the volts AC control voltage, are potentially fatal. Make sure that all power
is turned off before any work is done on a contactor. Helpful 1 Not Helpful 0. Related wikiHows
How to. How to. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: 7. Updated: May 11,
Categories: Cabling and Wiring Connection. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has
been read , times. Thank you. Is this article up to date? Cookies make wikiHow better. By
continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Oui Sono Jun 20, Related Articles
How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy.
Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue
to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Industrial controls, drives,
automation and sensors. Contactors and starters. With a broad portfolio that includes
everything from phase, voltage and current monitoring relays to motor protection breakers,
Eaton offers the protection your system needs against equipment failure and danger caused by
voltage faults, current conditions or excessive load requirements. Learn more: Understanding
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help our customers effectively manage electrical, hydraulic, and mechanical power â€” more
safely, more efficiently, and more reliably. Quick links. Let's talk big ideas View all social media.
Wiring Collection. A wiring diagram is a kind of schematic which utilizes abstract photographic
symbols to show all the interconnections of parts in a system. Electrical wiring layouts are
made up of two points: icons that represent the components in the circuit, and also lines that
stand for the links between them. As a result, from wiring diagrams, you recognize the relative
place of the components and how they are linked. Electrical wiring layouts mostly shows the
physical position of elements and links in the constructed circuit, yet not necessarily in
reasoning order. To check out a wiring diagram, first you need to recognize what basic
components are included in a wiring diagram, as well as which pictorial icons are used to
represent them. The common components in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cord
and connection, outcome gadgets, switches, resistors, reasoning gateway, lights, etc. A line
represents a cable. Cords are made use of to link the parts together. There should be a tale on
the wiring diagram to tell you just what each color means. Usually circuits with more compared
to two components have 2 basic types of links: series and parallel. A series circuit is a circuit
where components are attached along a solitary path, so the current flows through one
component to get to the next one. In a series circuit, voltages build up for all elements attached
in the circuit, as well as currents are the exact same with all componen
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ts. In an identical circuit, each tool is straight connected to the power resource, so each device
receives the very same voltage. The present in a parallel circuit moves along each parallel
branch as well as re-combines when the branches fulfill once again. An excellent wiring
diagram should be technically proper and clear to check out. Deal with every information. The
layout needs to show the right direction of the favorable as well as unfavorable terminals of
each element. Make use of the right signs. Find out the definitions of the basic circuit symbols
as well as choose the right ones to use. Several of the icons have really close look. You need to
have the ability to discriminate prior to using them. Attract linking cables as straight lines. Make
use of a dot to suggest line joint, or usage line jumps to suggest cross lines that are not
connected. Label parts such as resistors as well as capacitors with their worths. Make certain
the text placement looks tidy. Facebook Tweet Pin.

